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Cyber Monday is projected to be the largest driver in holiday 2017 sales, more so than Black Friday, but a new report
from Forter stresses that the threat of fraud is substantial.

Forter’s "Fraud Attack Index" shows that fraud is still up 2.5 times higher than before its spike in 2015. Other research
from Convey shows that while 15 percent of shoppers will do the majority of their shopping on Black Friday, falling
on Nov. 24 this year, 22 percent plan to do so on Cyber Monday Nov. 27, making fraud a significant issue for retailers
to consider.
“T he data from the latest Fraud Attack Index shows that domestic and international fraud attack rates remain two and
a half times higher than before they began to spike significantly in late 2015, despite an overall decline in 2017
compared to 2016,” said Michael Reitblat, CEO and cofounder of Forter. “T he key takeaway for merchants is that it’s
crucial to remain active and agile when it comes to fraud protection in order to identify new developments quickly
and respond to them effectively.
“It is equally important to do so without turning away customers by mistakenly identifying legitimate transactions as
fraudulent,” he said. “In short, fraud prevention should be accurate, not risk-averse.
“One way online merchants can accomplish this is by developing a deeper understanding of what customers - both
legitimate and fraudulent - are doing at every step in the consumer lifecycle. Customers interact with an ecommerce
site in many ways, from account signups and logins to profile building to product browsing.”
Holiday shopping
Luxury retailers will need to focus on both their bricks-and-mortar strategy as well as their online plan to conquer the
holiday season.
No matter what the day, all shoppers are focused on the deals and savings. But for luxury retailers, free shipping will
be a major selling point along with focusing on ways to draw shoppers away from Amazon.
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Fraud will be something to think about for all retailers this holiday season and while research shows it is not going
away, it has stabilized.
Electronic goods is the industry most affected by fraud but the luxury sector is leading the way in fraud prevention.
T here has been a 20 percent decline in fraud rates for luxury brands and retailers.
However, food and beverage fraud is on the rise with an increase of 117 percent in the past year.
In terms of luxury retail on Cyber Monday, delivery will be extremely important. Reducing delivery times and cost
will be key in attracting the holiday shopper.

“We will see more luxury brands incorporating mobile this year since it will play a big part of the shopper journey
(with more than 75 percent of American projected to use mobile channels for holiday shopping needs),” said Doug
Baldasare, CEO and founder of ChargeItSpot. “Shoppers of luxury and off-price alike are using their smartphones for
online purchases, as well as to do research before they hit the stores as a way to maximize their time and make the
best buying decisions.
“Chatbots will be another strategic trend this season, particularly in luxury,” he said. “Saks Fifth Avenue just recently
launched a gift guide chatbot as part of their holiday marketing strategy.
“T he bot tracks conversations shoppers have with the bot to learn what they like and offer gift suggestions. In doing
so, Saks is harnessing the time shoppers spend on their phones to learn more about their shopping behaviors.”
Retailers and brands
As Black Friday traditionally sees a surge in foot traffic for retailers, the lack of bricks-and-mortar presence in terms
of booking means that Cyber Monday is a better option for travel brands.
Luxury hospitality brands such as Peninsula Hotels & Resorts, Marriott International's Starwood Hotels & Resorts,
ocean liner Cunard and T he Warwick Hotels are all hoping to see an increase in bookings by offering substantial

deals that appeal to affluent consumers who, despite contrary belief, are still interested in a good deal (see more).
While Black Friday has been traditionally one of the biggest, if not the biggest, shopping days for retailers, last year
saw online retailers overshadow bricks-and-mortar stores in terms of revenue growth.
T he numbers come from RetailNext, which reported on the relative rates of growth. T raditional retailers are not
without hope, as many of those online sales came from retailers that have both a physical and online presence (see
more).
“T his season, luxury retailers will use customer experiences to differentiate themselves amid heavy discounting and
competition,” said Rob T aylor, CEO of Convey. “Among our luxury retail clients, it is clear that the delivery
experience is becoming a unique priority, and retailers are responding to this issue in ways that go beyond fast and
free shipping.
“Instead, they are taking a concierge-like approach to managing deliveries to success,” he said. “For example, one of
our luxury clients is really focused this season on reducing overall delivery time by actively managing shipment
exceptions and proactively communicating with customers throughout the process. Just in the last 30 days since
launching this initiative they've seen a 25 percent reduction in transit times.
“As a result, we will see a strong emphasis on meeting key promise-by dates, proactive communication throughout
the purchase journey, and more shipping options that make delivery convenient and safe. Luxury retailers who make
shoppers aware of and manage for common shipping options like re-routing to pick up lockers, holding items at
terminals and even designating a specific delivery date available to their end consumers, will win out.”
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